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mostly feminine; more in keeping, therefore, with his own desire to show off and with the colour of his thoughts -though, indeed, at a rush hour like this, even ordinary working people sometimes rubbed shoulders with first-class people, for lack of seats on top.
The J-line 'buses had not yet introduced the system of zone tickets, which had been in operation for the past three years on the horse-drawn lines. The first-class fare was a flat thirty centimes. Wazemmes fingered a fifty-centime coin and asked himself whether he should not draw attention to himself by giving the conductor ten centimes by way of a tip. It was a thing that he had sometimes seen elderly people do, especially old ladies who counted on the conductor to put them down at the right place and help them out. Coming from an active young man, would such a thing be understood, even by a first-class public ?
Wazemmes did not want to make himself look ridiculous. Like all people with a good opinion of themselves, he had his own particular inhibitions of shyness. They applied, in general, to all actions that he imagined were controlled by some code of which he was ignorant. But when he believed, rightly or wrongly, that he knew " the rules," he did not distrust his own sense of the right thing for a moment, and his assurance was something surprising.
He discovered a way of going about the business. When the conductor came along, he asked him, in a loud voice, what time the last 'bus left Montmartre. The question in itself invested him with something of the air of a night-bird. A little later, when he paid his fare, it was easy for him, to hand back a ten-centime tip ostentatiously.
Once that matter was out of the way, he devoted himself to the running of the vehicle. He was in luck. This motor-bus ran well. The engine kept up the steady clatter of a machine-gun, without abnormal spluttering. Starts were accompanied by a full-bodied roar, and a dozen seconds later you could hear a crushing noise — like what a. locomotive would make in knocking down a brick wall. This was

